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As America champions a resurgence in patriotism following the attacks of 11 September 2001 and rallies behind a determined President to defeat an ominous and determined adversary, a complementing grand strategy for prosecuting the global war on terrorism remains conspicuously absent amidst a landscape of newly appointed cabinet officials and fledging Homeland Security organizations. In his speech to the nation following the attacks, President Bush declared that America would bring every resource to bear in the fight to defeat terrorism. In the ensuing days, news that President Bush had authorized the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to target and kill Osama bin Laden and specific individuals of Al Qaeda, further shaped the scope and campaign tactics behind America's emerging strategy to combat global terrorism. Public polls reflect overwhelming support for the collective engagement of all elements of national power in the fight against terrorism. But can America prosecute a strategy that specifically targets terrorist leaders and can it be an effective instrument of U.S. national security policy in combating the global threat? Simply put, despite what the strategists achieve in their final design and assessment of a national counterterrorism strategy, can such an approach be militarily feasible, suitable and acceptable, and ultimately, can it be morally and ethically prosecuted? The purpose of this paper is to provide a general answer to that exact question. Through the dual framework of Carl von Clausewitz's center of gravity concept and Dudley Knox's strategic assessment model, this study will provide a heuristic framework for analyzing and assessing the utility of targeting terrorist leaders as a credible strategy and instrument of U.S. national policy in combating global terrorism.
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TARGETING THE LEADERSHIP OF TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS: POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR AMERICA'S NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY IN COMBATING GLOBAL TERRORISM

Tonight, we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend freedom.... Whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies, justice will be done.... We will direct every resource at our command-every means of diplomacy, every tool of intelligence, every instrument of law enforcement, every financial influence, and every necessary weapon of war-to the destruction and to the defeat of the global terror network.¹

President Bush 20 September 2001

As America champions a resurgence in patriotism following the attacks of 11 September 2001 and rallies behind the President to defeat an ominous and determined adversary, a complementing grand strategy for prosecuting the global war on terrorism remains conspicuously absent amidst a landscape of newly appointed cabinet officials and fledging Homeland Security organizations. In his speech to the nation following the attacks, President Bush declared that America would bring every resource to bear in the fight to defeat terrorism. In the ensuing days, news that President Bush had authorized the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to target and kill Osama bin Laden and specific individuals of Al Qaeda, further shaped the scope and campaign tactics behind America’s emerging strategy to combat global terrorism.²

Public polls reflect overwhelming support for the collective engagement of all elements of national power in the fight against terrorism.³ But can America prosecute a strategy that specifically targets terrorist leaders and can it be an effective instrument of U.S. national security policy in combating the global threat? Simply put, despite what the strategists achieve in their final design and assessment of a national counterterrorism strategy, can such an approach be militarily feasible, suitable and acceptable, and ultimately, can it be morally and ethically prosecuted? The purpose of this paper is to provide a general answer to that exact question. Through the dual framework of Carl von Clausewitz’s center of gravity concept and Dudley Knox’s strategic assessment model, this study will provide a heuristic framework for analyzing and assessing the utility of targeting terrorist leaders as a credible strategy and instrument of U.S. national policy in combating global terrorism.
THE DUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ESTABLISHING AND ASSESSING STRATEGY

The first task...in planning for war is to identify the enemy's centers of gravity, and if possible, trace them back to a single one.... The attack on these sources must be compressed into the fewest possible actions – again, ideally, into one.\textsuperscript{5}

Carl von Clausewitz \textit{On War}, 1832

In assimilating the President's guidance, and in establishing a strategic azimuth for the nation, strategists must now contemplate the legal, moral and ethical challenges in the lethal application of force as the U.S. begins prosecuting the global war on terrorism. Developing and assessing a cogent counterterrorism strategy, has already become the primary task for lawmakers, politicians, and strategic military planners alike. In this difficult and complex endeavor, strategist can profit from two strategic approaches that together form a synergistic dual framework for assessing strategy. The first element of this framework is a model for evaluating strategic plans and concepts developed by U.S. Commander Dudley Knox during World War II. Knox's time-tested model postulated that every strategy must include a critical examination and assessment of its \textit{suitability}, \textit{feasibility}, and \textit{acceptability}. In assessing the standards for \textit{suitability}, Knox points out, the strategist must determine if the action taken will accomplish the desired effects. In terms of assessing a strategy for \textit{feasibility}, the strategist must analyze and determine if the action taken is feasible within the means available. Finally, an assessment of \textit{acceptability} examines whether the consequences of cost justify the importance of the effects desired.\textsuperscript{5}

The second element of the dual framework for assessing a counterterrorism strategy is Carl von Clausewitz's theoretical center of gravity concept which focuses on the source of the adversary's strength, power and resistance.\textsuperscript{6} In terms of the post-11 Septembers efforts, centers of gravity are those characteristics, capabilities, or locations from which a military force, or terrorist organization, derive their freedom of action, physical strength, or will to fight.\textsuperscript{7} The use of this concept as part of the dual framework of assessing a counterterrorism strategy provides clarity of purpose, focus of effort, and ultimately in combination with Knox's model, synergism of evaluation in terms of using all elements of national power.\textsuperscript{8}

Ultimately, a global war on terrorism that does not successfully define the enemy's center of gravity, or lacks the ability to decapitate it, as current U.S. military doctrine points out, is doomed to failure.\textsuperscript{9} Center of gravity examples may include: national will, command and control.
infrastructure, ports and airfields, power and communications grids, alliances or coalitions, or a nation’s or group’s leadership. The idea that a leader or key military commander could be a nation’s or group’s strategic center of gravity is not a new concept to military strategists. In fact, history is replete with examples of nations applying expert treatment of Clausewitz’s concept in attempts to resolve political contests and attain military objectives.

In World War II, for example, Great Britain planned, organized and executed an ultimately unsuccessful commando raid in Libya with the express intent of killing German Field Marshall Erwin Rommel. And in that same conflict, the U.S. specifically targeted Japanese Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, successfully intercepting and shooting down his aircraft in the South Pacific.10

The targeting and death of Admiral Yamamoto, in particular, provides a clear example of the dual framework of Knox’s paradigm and Clausewitz’s concept in action (Figure 1.0).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeting Admiral Yamamoto:</th>
<th>End State:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUITABILITY</strong></td>
<td>Yamamoto’s death will create a significant Naval tactical advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will its attainment accomplish the effect desired?</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEASIBILITY</strong></td>
<td>Attack Yamamoto with an overwhelming tactical advantage of 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can the action be accomplished by the means available?</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCEPTABILITY</strong></td>
<td>Defeat Japanese Navy: Cost justified/accept risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the cost justified by the importance?</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.0**

**ASSESSING STRATEGY UTILIZING THE DUDLEY KNOX MODEL**

On one hand, there was Yamamoto’s absolute centrality to the success of Japan’s naval conquests in the South Pacific. Based on Japanese naval code intercepts, Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, then Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet, determined Yamamoto to be the Japanese Navy’s strategic planning “center of gravity” in the South Pacific.11 As a result, in addressing the strategic suitability, Admiral Nimitz believed that Yamamoto’s death would bring about the decisive tactical advantage needed to defeat the Japanese Navy. In assessing the feasibility component, the U.S. commander certainly believed he possessed the means to
execute this mission. In order to create an overwhelming combat force of 3:1, Nimitz employed sixteen U.S. P-38s to attack and kill Yamamoto as he flew to visit Japanese bases in Bougainville. In the end, by accepting some tactical risk to the sixteen aircraft and aircrew members, the U.S. Navy was able to credit, in part, the eventual defeat of the Japanese in the Pacific to the death of Admiral Yamamoto, thus meeting the threshold assessment of acceptability.\textsuperscript{12}

The Yamamoto example, while simplistic, demonstrates a delicate balance within the dual framework that government leaders and military strategists rarely observe in the assessment for suitability, feasibility, and acceptability of strategic and operational plans and concepts. When imbalances do occur, risk management and mitigation must become more than pedantic exercises in strategic leadership. Favoring the weight of suitability over acceptability, for example, can cost lives, create collateral property damage, or undermine a broader strategy of cooperative engagement involving regional alliances, coalitions or fledging democratic partnerships that are critical in attaining the strategic end state.

At the same time, in applying the dual framework to a global war against terrorism, care must be taken that this balancing act does not result in inertia against adversaries that acknowledge no limits. “Woe to the government,” Clausewitz warned long ago in this regard, “which, relying on half-hearted politics and a shackled military policy, meets a foe who, like untamed elements, knows no law other than his own power”.\textsuperscript{13} Simply put, strategy is a tough business, and getting it right is even tougher, especially in an asymmetrical environment.

In the development of security strategy the contradictions outweigh the harmonies, the uncertainties overwhelm the established facts, the proofs remain utterly incomplete, and yet the stakes exceed all earthly objectives. The strategists has to incorporate into his work the rich and precise facts of physics, engineering, geography, and logistics; he has to allow for the swirling currents and blurred edges of psychology, political science, and history; and he needs to fit all this into the dynamic international conflict among nations – a dynamic of opposing objectives and clashing forces that is driven as much by human stubbornness as by human error.\textsuperscript{14}

Given this dynamic environment, can a strategic assessment of a Clausewitzian center of gravity strategy that targets terrorists' leaders balance the elements of Dudley Knox's suitability, feasibility, and acceptability model as shown in Figure 2.0?
THE DUAL FRAMEWORK AND TERRORISM: FROM CLAUSEWITZ TO KNOX

Terrorist organizations are not about buildings; they are not about weapons; they are, at their core, human beings. And usually not that many.\textsuperscript{15}

Senior Pentagon Official on targeting individuals-Dec 2001

If it is all about the individual, as the Pentagon official suggests, then as in the Yamamoto case, targeting a terrorist leader like Osama bin Laden would strike directly at the center of gravity of Al Qaeda, which for Clausewitz is the best strategy to defeat an enemy.\textsuperscript{16} But it is not so simple. Defining the Al Qaeda’s centers of gravity among its dispersed network of cells and organizations is a complex task for military planners. The amorphous nature of terrorist organizations, coupled with the lack of American human and signal intelligence (HUMINT/SIGINT) collection capabilities and products, makes the analysis and application of Clausewitz’s concept significantly more challenging in reality.

All that notwithstanding, modern military strategists and scholars do agree that terrorist leaders and subordinate cadre are attackable centers of gravity for terrorist organizations.\textsuperscript{17} In
the case of state sponsored terrorism, decision making is confined frequently to a small regime elite and often only one man.\textsuperscript{18} In such a case, the death of a leader would have a far greater effect on national terrorist efforts, perhaps ending them instantly.\textsuperscript{19} This analysis bolsters the center of gravity argument from a military position, and gives credence to the targeting on a humanitarian basis as well.

The 1986 U.S. air attacks against Libyan President Colonel Qaddafi and his headquarters in Al-Azzizya in response to the terrorist bombings of a Berlin discotheque is an example of the application of this strategy against state-sponsored terrorists activities.\textsuperscript{20} The most recent evidence of this approach in action against non-state actors is America's own record of targeting Osama bin Laden. With Tomahawk missile attacks in 1998 and the ongoing fight in Afghanistan today, senior defense officials and even the President are quick to admit that Osama bin Laden continues to be a key objective, dead or alive, in the war on terrorism.\textsuperscript{21} Recent video evidence of bin Laden's acknowledgement and support of the 11 September attacks further reinforces the influence and power he yields within the Al Qaeda terrorist organization, and validates his strategic significance and desirability as a target under the dual framework's strategy.

In a parallel conceptual proposition to Clausewitz's concept, Colonel John Warden's Centers of Gravity Model (Figure 3.0) provides a logical foundation for building a cogent argument to support a strategy that targets leadership.

Warden's argument rests with the lethal application of force across many centers of gravity. The most important feature, however, is the model's center ring: the enemy's command. Warden's model, formed more than ten years ago, facilitated parallel and near simultaneous attacks on Iraqi centers of gravity during the height of the Gulf War.\textsuperscript{22} By using this framework, he concludes, "parallel attacks — striking many centers of gravity across the entire system — leads [sic] to a far higher probability of system paralysis.

![WARDEN'S CENTERS OF GRAVITY](image)

**FIGURE 3.0**

**WARDEN'S CENTER OF GRAVITY MODEL**
and of success. It also is the least-expensive way to fight in terms of dollars and human lives on both sides."23

Figure 3.1 depicts an Al Qaeda center of gravity analysis utilizing Warden's Model. Here Warden describes the five concentric circles relative to the Al Qaeda's strategic and operational centers of gravity.

![Al Qaeda Center of Gravity Analysis](image)

**FIGURE 3.1 AL QAEDA CENTER OF GRAVITY ANALYSIS**

From this specific perspective, the analysis indicates that in the application of Clausewitz's theory to terrorism, a lethal attack against bin Laden, and the Taliban leadership merits strong consideration and action. True to his model, Warden points out that in order to create the necessary paralysis and final defeat, a measured application of force against all five rings is necessary and required, either simultaneously or sequentially if resources allow.24 Still, Warden reminds the strategists that not all attacks need be negative. For example, the United States and the coalition forces are "attacking" the civilian ring with food and other humanitarian assistance. In doing so, the U.S. addresses the equally important considerations of balancing short-to mid-term strategic goals with long term objectives and credibility.25 The current U.S. strategy in Afghanistan appears to bear out, at least in part, the efficacy of this modification of the Clausewitzian center of gravity concept. Moreover, the pragmatic and limited nature of the Afghan strategy appears to meet the three Knox criteria. With the current campaign still ongoing, pundits remain cautiously optimistic in grading the Department of Defense, or evaluating Central Command's strategy in terms of either component of the dual framework.
Nevertheless, even if U.S. forces attack Osama bin Laden and defeat Al Qaeda’s leadership, can those actions alone meet the President’s goal of stopping future acts of terrorism like those of 11 September 2001? Can this concept of warfare and strategy that targets individuals as centers of gravity achieve a suitable, feasible, and acceptable standard, that will still allow attainment of U.S. national security objectives?

ON ASSESSING SUITABILITY

In addressing the question of suitability, the strategist must consider whether the accomplishment of the military objective will achieve the desired political or national security objective. If President Bush’s strategic goal is to preserve America’s security and defeat terrorism, can a Clausewitzian cum Warden center of gravity prescription for targeting leadership achieve the desired effect? More specifically, will the killing of a non-state actor like Osama bin Laden end, or at least stymie the suicide attacks against the U.S. and its national interests?

In obtaining some insight to these questions in terms of suitability, a recent Tel Aviv University study profiled 50 Muslim suicide bombers serving in Hezbollah, Amal, and secular pro-Syrian organizations in Lebanon. The reporting psychologist stated that since suicide terrorism is an organizational phenomenon, the struggle against it cannot be conducted on the individual level.²⁶ However, the political, economic and informational elements of power employed against a terrorist community, as one regional expert has noted, combined with effective coercive diplomacy against any foreign patrons, may at the very least help reduce suicide terrorism.²⁷ Given this analysis, it would seem that achieving security and or deterring future terrorist violence is not suitably accomplished by targeting and eliminating the individual suicidal terrorist. Still other experts on the subject, however, use the current Israeli example to point out that once a nation’s intelligence activities establish that terrorist organizations plan to employ suicide tactics, security forces can strike effectively against the commanders and leaders who recruit and train such terrorists.²⁸ This prescription reflects a Clausewitzian center gravity approach, and supports the suitability of Wardens Al Qaeda’s concentric targeting model for engaging terrorist leaders who advocate suicide tactics.

Nevertheless, the suitability of that country’s current targeting policy remains questionable and has yet to provide a modicum of evidence supporting a greater security for the Israeli people. In response to world criticism, Israeli leaders claim targeting terrorist leaders “deters terror and saves lives,” in reality, however, the suicide bombings continue and radicalized
Palestinians encourage even more violence.\textsuperscript{29} Although targeting a terrorist leader may provide an immediate tactical victory, even the strategy's short-to mid-term suitability drops precipitously as demonstrated by the ongoing escalation of violence throughout Israel.

The suitability of leadership targeting in terms of state-sponsored terrorism is a different matter. Because these states are normally characterized by centralized, if not totalitarian control, regime change can be a suitable objective, particularly if supported by a center of gravity targeting analysis.\textsuperscript{30} The killing of a democratically elected leader, however, offers a profound contrast to totalitarian regimes and would probably not terminate a war effort that had, through due process, pursued armed conflict as an expression of the national will.\textsuperscript{31} Decentralized and pluralistic democracies provide for smooth transitions since the succession of command is a function of institutionalized authority. This process reduces the effectiveness of targeting the leadership under the dual framework's counterterrorism strategy.\textsuperscript{32} Conversely, politically vulnerable totalitarian regimes are highly suitable targets in combating state-sponsored terrorism, precisely because their deaths would precipitate the greatest change in policy and perhaps, the direction of the nation as a whole.\textsuperscript{33}

The strategy of targeting state-sponsored terrorist leaders should have a suitable deterrent effect as well.\textsuperscript{34} Here the dynamics of deterrence theory ideally support the dual framework's methodology.

Reliance on the goodwill of others is not sufficient for harmonious relations. A reputation for the preparedness to retaliate against aggression, however can, ensure peaceful relationships even among the most hawkish adversaries. Paradoxically, failure to build such a tough reputation, or merely the belief that one has one has failed in reputation building, can lead one to the very acts of hostility that one wishes to avoid.\textsuperscript{35}

From a classical deterrent perspective, the current military operations in Afghanistan clearly communicate the credibility and capability of U.S. resolve in defending American interests. In classic deterrent fashion, the administration's counterterrorism policy sends the clear signal that its seeks to persuade terrorists through the threat of military retaliation, and that the costs of using terrorism to resolve or attain political ends will outweigh the benefits.\textsuperscript{36}

This does not appear, however, to be the case in deterring non-state terrorist groups. In fact, targeting terrorist leaders in such organizations may create instant martyrs and encourage more terrorist activity.\textsuperscript{37} On the other hand, there is potential for more research into the targeting, not of the lives of terrorist leaders, but what those leaders appear to value as a way to
get inside the means-ends instrumentality cycle that is the basis for all deterrence. This approach would take the strategist further into John Warden’s concentric Al Qaeda center of gravity model, for a more sophisticated and revolutionary examination of all the instruments of power, whether it be disinformation and public diplomacy or outright attacks on a terrorist leader’s family. 38

ON ASSESSING FEASIBILITY

In assessing the question of feasibility under the Knox model, a military objective is feasible if it has a reasonable chance of success. 39 The fundamental question posed by the strategist in this case is can the action be accomplished with the resources available? 40 Can America, in other words, effectively target and kill terrorist leaders with the means available to the U.S. government? A major consideration concerning the strategic assessment for feasibility is the operational and tactical dynamics of the methods and techniques used to target and eliminate the leader. These can virtually span the entire spectrum of options, and include special operations forces, precision guided munitions (PGM), and covert activities.

History demonstrates, however, that initial optimistic assessments of feasibly targeting individual enemy leaders often fade when faced in execution by the realities of chance, luck and the ubiquitous presence of Murphy or Clausewitz’s fog of war on the battlefield. In World War II, for example, the success of the Yamamoto mission was counterbalanced by the failure of the British effort to kill Rommel. In a similar manner, the targeting of Saddam Hussein during the Gulf war provides an excellent example of the difficulties in actually accomplishing this type of mission in modern warfare. From a technical standpoint, the actual means contemplated were enough to ensure a high level of planning optimism that there was a reasonable chance of success. The U.S. Air Force used a bomb whose “primary purpose was to destroy extremely hardened, deeply buried Iraqi command and control bunkers, kill senior military officials, and possibly kill President Saddam Hussein.” 41 Employed twice during the conflict, the GBU-28 was a laser-guided conventional munitions that used a 4,400-pound penetrating warhead, and consisted of a modified Army artillery tube. But in this scenario, as with that involving the attempt on Rommel’s life, the complexities of matching precision and lethality with timing and intelligence proved overwhelming. 42

Added to these problems is the fact that what is feasible in terms of center of gravity targeting of enemy leaders, is not always suitable. In the 1980’s, as an example, members of
the Hezbollah kidnapped and held three Soviet citizens as hostages. In response, the Soviet KGB retaliated by abducting the Hezbollah leader, then castrated him and stuffed his testicles into his mouth before executing him. A note on the corpse reminded the terrorist organization that similar events would continue to occur until the hostages were released. Because of the KGB's action, the Hezbollah immediately released the Soviet citizens.43

Clearly, the tactical environment favored and heavily influenced the conditions of the Soviet's operation and their subsequent success. However, more significant was the KGB's correct assessment of the Hezbollah leadership as the center of gravity. In analyzing the Soviet's tactics, it was clearly feasible to target and abduct the Hezbollah leadership, given the highly integrated KGB intelligence and operational capabilities. Despite the Soviet's near-term success, however, Middle Eastern history provides sufficient evidence where a tit-for-tat targeting of leaders rarely produces suitable long-term security benefits or catalyst for conflict resolution. The ongoing crisis situation in Israel is but one example.

If the Soviet's KGB can strong arm the terrorists into submission, how feasible will it be for America's CIA to achieve the same results? Clearly, there are more domestic constraints on the U.S. intelligence community, particularly in terms of kidnapping and assassination, than there were on the Soviet apparatus. In any event, according to former CIA Director James Woolsey's testimony before the Judiciary Committee, "the United States isn't any good at it.... There's a difference, even though it's a subtle one, between an air strike going at facilities when you know an individual might be in there, and going after a single individual."44 In supporting Woolsey's testimony, one intelligence historian states that "the (CIA) never succeeded in killing anyone.... They were the gang that couldn't shoot straight."45

ON ASSESSING ACCEPTABILITY

In assessing acceptability, the strategist considers whether the consequences of cost justify the importance of the effect desired. In prosecuting a global war on terrorism with a policy that targets the leadership of both state-sponsored terrorism and non-state terrorist groups, will Americans accept the political consequences for carrying out this policy, and will it accept the potential loss of life and inevitable loss of military resources? In the calculation of acceptability, as one military strategist notes, "a reckoning of the profit-and-loss account of the whole undertaking is essential in determining if the undertaking is advantageous-success must
be at a reasonable cost. Once again, the targeting of Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War provides a useful example.

In March of 1988, as Commander in Chief of Iraq, Hussein ordered his air force to drop nerve agents on more than 5000 Iraqi citizens in the small town of Halajja, in Kurdistan Iraq. The results were deadly and horrific. Survivors of the Halajja massacre, with limbs distorted, relentlessly suffering in pain, were reportedly envious of the dead. This event, coupled with the subsequent Iraqi invasion of Kuwait provided the basis for meeting the standard of acceptability. "Saddam Hussein decided to be an aggressor and he was the main motivator for the Iraqi troops carrying out the invasion," one observer noted in support of the U.S. decision to attack the Iraqi leader. "Killing him could have stopped the Iraqi aggression and occupation of Kuwait."

Other factors were equally persuasive. With the U.S. operating under complete air supremacy, the cost and risk to aircrews and weapons platforms that delivered the ordnance were minimal. Moreover, consequences in a pure "profit-and-loss" analysis were more than acceptable given the vulnerability of Hussein's totalitarian regime to such an attack, and the humanitarian life-saving effects to the Iraqi military and civilian population that would directly result. From this standpoint alone, the targeting and death of Hussein would be considered a moral victory over tyranny and evil.

The killing of tyrants (tyrannicide) like Saddam Hussein has historical moral underpinnings and acceptability. Support for such action appears in Aristotle's Politics, Plutarch's Lives and Cicero's De Officiis. According to Cicero, "there can be no such thing as fellowship with tyrants, nothing but bitter feud is possible: and it is not repugnant to nature to despoil, if you can, those who, it is a virtue to kill." English poet John Milton furthered the argument of tyrannicide in justifying the killing of Charles I: "Tyrannicide, that is the killing of a tyrant is not only lawful, but also laudable". On a more modern note, former Sectary of Defense Casper Weinberger argues that "if the targeting and killing of the leader or leaders can help end a war quickly, and thus spare lives of hundreds of thousands of combatants, its hard to find any moral argument for not attempting to kill the leaders."

From these historical perspectives, the deliberate targeting of Hussein appears to easily clear the bar of acceptability. Nevertheless, a closer look into the second and third order effects of targeting terrorist leaders provides yet another facet to analyze in assessing this strategy under Knox's acceptability standard. For example, if successful in killing a totalitarian or terrorist leader, the U.S. risks making the target a martyr, thus potentially escalating the hatred and violence that the strategy was intended to stop or mitigate in the first place.
Considerations of such violent veneration of martyrs by terrorist organizations and their members will undoubtedly raise the acceptability thresholds for strategists using Clausewitz's center of gravity concept in this asymmetrical environment. This is borne out by analyzing the reciprocal effects of targeting non-state terrorist leaders.

For instance, the 1992 Israeli killing of Hezbollah Secretary General Sheikh Abbas Mussawi provides sufficient evidence that blood debts in terrorist circles carry lifetime warranties. Following Mussawi’s death, Sheikh Nasrallah led the Hezbollah campaign that ousted Israel from southern Lebanon, deliberately causing heavy Israeli causalities in the process. Regional experts report that the Hezbollah response and victory in Lebanon following Mussawi’s death now serves as an example for other radical Palestinian militants and potential state-sponsors such as Iran.54

Although lethally targeting terrorist leaders may clear established lawful and political thresholds, the complexities of assessing the criteria of acceptability require a detailed study of geopolitical, military, cultural and religious considerations. To employ such a strategy without this analysis invites chaos and potentially exponential reaction by subordinate terrorist leaders and their organizations, and as discussed above, may in fact escalate the violence and further threaten the likelihood of ever reaching conflict termination, much less a conflict resolution.55

THE LEGAL AND MORAL UNDERPINNINGS FOR A DUAL FRAMEWORK STRATEGY

Peace, as taught by Sacred Scripture and the experience of men itself, is more than just the absence of war. And the Christian is aware that on earth a human society that is completely and always peaceful is unfortunately an utopia and that the ideologies which present it as easily attainable only nourish vain hopes. The cause of peace will not go forward by denying the possibility and the obligation to defend it." Our Lord said, "Blessed are the peacemakers"; to make peace necessitates confronting evil with just actions.56

Pope John Paul II in an address to a group of soldiers

In the final assessment of acceptability under the dual framework model, the implications of a U.S. targeting policy must withstand the moral scrutiny and traditional expositions of the Just War Theory, international treaties and legal obligations. Absent such consideration, the other two-thirds of the Knox model, suitability and feasibility, will become irrelevant.
The just conduct of war, or Jus in Bello, is part of the just war theory and consists of two principles that must be considered in determining the acceptability of targeting terrorist leaders (Figure 4.0).
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**FIGURE 4.0**

**MORAL UNDERPINNINGS FOR A DUAL FRAMEWORK STRATEGY**

The first principle, *discrimination*, examines whether such a counterterrorism policy can be discriminately prosecuted so as to minimize the effects on non-combatants. Conservatively, it would seem that the increasing precision of American weapons coupled with the habitually restrictive U.S. rules of engagement would support this approach. The real issue for debate, however, is the availability and application of intelligence in the target and weapons selection process and in the tactics employed against the terrorist leaders. Ethicists support this premise and argue that modern technology and strategy can help the U.S. military “fight justly” as it prosecutes the global war on terrorism.

In this regard, although the employment of Special Forces can conceivably achieve a “one-shot-one-kill” discriminative strike without contravening established jurisprudence, the use of PGM’s, cruise missiles, or even cluster bombs against a terrorist leader’s convoy or within an
urban area can call into question and invoke debates concerning discrimination. In order to maintain credibility within a coalition, and even within its own establishment, the U.S. military must endeavor to preserve this principle from the just conduct of war as America prosecutes the campaign against terrorism.\textsuperscript{59}

The second guiding principle under Jus in Bello argues that any action should remain strictly \textit{proportional} to the objective desired.\textsuperscript{60} From this perspective, the targeting of Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War was an acceptable action considering the possible outcome. "The proportionality doctrine of international law," one analysts observed at the time, "supports a conclusion that it is wrong to allow the slaughter of 10,000 relatively innocent soldiers and civilians if the underlying aggression can be brought to an end by the elimination of one guilty individual."\textsuperscript{61} Such moral arguments still apply in the case of a non-state terrorist leader such as Osama bin Laden. Considering the probability that terrorist organizations will ultimately possess and detonate a weapon of mass destruction on U.S. soil, a policy that targets terrorist leadership should readily achieve popular international support and easily meet the rigors of a \textit{proportional} response assessment. Again, as with the principle of discrimination, the principle of proportionality supports the dual framework as an ethically responsible and morally appropriate counterterrorism strategy. The larger question still remains, however, as to whether such action against a non-state leader either prevents or deters the leader's followers from acting.

In terms of legality, as opposed to morality, the debate on whether the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 were acts of crime, or acts of war ended with the President's speech on 20 September 2001. "Our war on terror begins with Al Qaeda, but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found, stopped and defeated."\textsuperscript{62} Armed with the legitimatising authority provided by United Nations' Article 51, and further bolstered by the subsequent UN Resolution and supporting U.S. Constitutional authority, terrorist organizations and their leaders have now become legitimate military targets of the United States.\textsuperscript{63}

Throughout history, legal scholars and philosophers have differentiated lawful killing from assassination, which they equate with the use of treachery, and as "a breach of confidence."\textsuperscript{64} Treachery is not clearly defined by international law, but is understood as a breach of good faith toward the victim, and is not regarded as prohibiting operations that depend upon the element of surprise, such as commando raids or other forms of attack behind enemy lines.\textsuperscript{65} Despite some divergence on the subject of assassination, the consensus of these early law scholars was that an intentional attack to kill an enemy leader was generally permissible as long as the tactics
avoided the use of treachery. There are historians and scholars who argue that the heads of state or governments, or commanders of armed forces are exempt from attack during war because of language found in the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia. However, neither the Geneva, nor Hague Conventions, nor any other law of armed conflict support the concept of providing immunity to heads of state during times of war.

Consistent with this precedence, modern day arguments for targeting terrorist groups and terrorist leaders enjoy legal support in both international and domestic law. In times of war, the role and functional purpose of the military include the legalized killing of the enemy, whether lawful combatants or unprivileged belligerents. Both the Hague Convention and the U.S. Army Law of Land Warfare clearly authorize the targeting of leadership during wartime. As such, the targeting of terrorists leaders and their organizations, as evaluated through the dual framework's methodology, reaffirms the constraints concerning pernicious and treacherous acts, and acknowledges the international obligations, U.S. Executive Orders and military laws forbidding assassination.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

Our war on terror is well begun, but it is only begun. This campaign may not be finished on our watch, yet it must be and it will be waged on our watch. In a single instant, we realized that this will be a decisive decade in the history of liberty -- that we have been called to a unique role in human events. Rarely has the world faced a choice more clear or consequential. Steadfast in our purpose, we now press on. We have known freedom's price. We have shown freedom's power. And in this great conflict, my fellow Americans, we will see freedom's victory.

President Bush 29 January 2002

One of the primary components of the dual framework used to analyze the strategic considerations for targeting terrorist leaders include Carl von Clausewitz's concept of strategic centers of gravity. Colonel John Warden’s concentric ring center of gravity model provides a modern treatment of this classical concept that buttresses the argument for targeting the enemy leadership. From this standpoint, a clear connection to a judicious and lethal application of force on those centers of gravity becomes an attractive alternative to other high-risk defeat mechanisms in securing American national security objectives.
Commander Dudley Knox’s paradigm for assessing strategy constitutes the other component of the dual framework’s methodology. The inseparable nature of Knox’s three components, however, when applied to the center of gravity strategy reveals the complexities involved in successfully targeting terrorist leaders. In terms of *suitability* and *feasibility*, the Knox model is easier to apply to the targeting of leaders of states that sponsor terrorism than to leaders of non-state terrorist groups. In both cases, however, the realities of chance, intelligence opportunities and long term effectiveness intrude, whether it concerns deterrence or actions to be taken if deterrence fails. From this perspective, the center of gravity strategy has definite costs and risks, although these can be mitigated somewhat by the full application of national power across all of Warden’s concentric targets, even as the primary effort remains focused on the terrorist leadership itself. In any event, most costs and risk will be acceptable since the ultimate issue is that of homeland security and because the Jus in Bello theory provides support to the rationale for this strategy as both an honorable and ethically justifiable method for dealing with terrorist leaders and their organizations.

In the final analysis, this study accepts the dual framework that uses both the center of gravity concept in targeting terrorist leadership and the Knox analytical model that establishes limitations in the use of that concept. In order to use this framework most effectively, however, it should be applied in a full and more detailed and extensive treatment of Warden’s complete Al Qaeda concentric ring model. Such an approach would holistically embrace the entire range of targets in the model and exploit its strategic utility as it applies to the ongoing campaign against global terrorism.

Adopting and prosecuting a strategy that targets both state and non-state terrorist leaders will unquestionably challenge America’s leadership and military strategists alike. In the final consideration for adopting such a policy, the Knox analytical model is an important reminder that America’s campaign against international terrorism must not only defeat and eliminate terrorist with global reach, it must reflect a broader strategy that endeavors to preserve those fundamental liberties, freedoms, and democratic institutions established more than 200 years ago.
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